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               ABOUT  US;- 

                       Mahadebnagar Rural Welfare Society,  [MRWS]  

Is a non-profit, non government,  and humanitarian voluntary organization operating in the rural, 

urban, tribal and far-flung habitations of southwest regions of West Bengal especially in 

Murshidabad--districts. Its origin owes to a dream once seen by some likeminded intellectuals, 

educationists, social-activist youths who firmly believe that India cannot be translated into a 

developed country until a sustainable holistic transformation of its rural sector takes place. 

We are trying our best to promote minimum education to the children and maintain health & 

hygiene capacity of mother, child and old aged of the unfortunate Tobacco Manufacturing [BIDI 

Smoking ] Worker family. 

For last Seven years MRWS has been volunteering community and preventive health care 

support in its working periphery which basically focuses on mother and child immunization. The 

intervention is to support government health care system in the service-gap areas where the 

services are either not adequate or not being reached to target populations. Generally the 

organization spearheads the intensive social mobilization actions for making target groups aware, 

especially mothers and care givers, of basic needs of health care and linking them to the services. 

In the meantime it participated in a UNICEF led programme SBCC for Polio, RI & selected 

child survival issues which bolstered government services to reach out target population in 

hard-to-reach areas. The intervention focused on enhancing Routine Immunization, Institutional 

delivery, Exclusive Breast Feeding (EBF), hand washing with soap in critical times and other 

health seeking behaviours by changing attitude and growing practices. 

Mahadebnagar Rural Welfare Society (MRWS) is a registered social voluntary organization 

which is planted in Murshidabad district of West Bengal. In the wide range of its aims & objects 

it emphasizes on basic health care services and promotion of primary education for elementary 



age group children. Its expertise is set on social mobilization and advocacy for most vulnerable 

and marginalized section of the community. It is harnessing the practice of addressing social 

issues by the community. In the meantime it has implemented the projects 1] Pulse polio 

eradication & Routine Immunization 2] Rural Sanitation Construction 3]  participated in district 

sanitation programme and involved its machineries in UNICEF led programme- SBCC for Polio, 

RI & other selected child survival issues to extend the support to government health care 

services.  

                         

 

                         Our   Team :- 

Mr. Palash Nath Advisor 
With experience in the 
development sector in the 
key areas of program 
planning and 
implementation, resource 
mobilization, 
Mr. Nath ,  retired 
Humanitarian Worker from 
Indian  Red Cross Society  

Supriya Majumdar Community  Mobilizer,  
Supriya Majumdar, MA, 
 She has worked various 
deferent Organization Last 
fourteen  Years Specially 
working  young pregnant 
women for Intuitional  delivery 
and child 
immunization/Nutrition & 
family planning Supported by 
UNICEF & Govt.  



Jayeta Pandey Community Mobilizer & 
VHND Specialist, 
Jayeta Pandey. Arts 
Graduate 
She has working experience of 
Social Behavior Change 
Communication [SBCC] and 
Routine Immunization and 
Under child health care 
Programme Supported by 
UNICEF & Govt  

Indera Nath 
Planning Consultant 
Indera Nath, M.Com, B.Ed  
 [ Pursuing ] 
Montessori Teachers 
Trained ,Gauhati 
University 
Women Empowerment 
Mothers Health &  
capacity building  

Murseda Khatun Community  Coordinator 
Murseda Khatun, MA,D.Ed 
She has working last ten 
Years in the field of Routine 
Immunization, Minority  Women’s 

Empowerment 
 

Shyamal Kumar 

Sarkar 
Planning and Filed 
Supervisor  
Has fourteen  years 
working experience of 
Social Development Field 
Mr. Sarkar BA,B,Ed, 
Special Educator                                                   

Mrs Lee Dey  

  

    B.sc [ Physics ] 

M.A. Education , 

B.Ed 

Gauhati University  

M.C.A.  IGNU 

Monitoring and Evaluation , 

               
 

 

Nanda Rani Sarkar  

 

 

 

 

 

Field Mobilizer, 
Routine Immunization & 
Polio Eradication , SBCC, 
Supported by UNICEF 
Working last 9 years in the 
field 

 



                                    

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
  

                                                        .                    
LEGAL STATUS 

Registration  No- S/1L/87174 Under West Bengal Society Registration Act XXVI of 
1961 

Registration U/s. 12A & 80G of Income Tax Act,1961. URN  
AACAM6635J/10/15-16/S-0179 

Planning Commission NGO Darpan  Registration No WB/2012/0055241 Govt. of India 
 

Activity carried out:- 
                                       Activity carried out in this financial year was categorically two types; 

one was service oriented and another was awareness generation especially in the tune of 

community mobilization. 

The programmes related to health and education service printed mainly, through a part of these 

activities is coalesced with social mobilization for massive awareness and communication. While 

the programmes free coaching, education aid, fostering needy children supplementary nutrition 

programme for poorest people ensures organization’s best efforts and highest contribution to the 

underserved people, the programme related to environment, preventive health communication, 

child and mother health and rights are fully designed with people’s motivation for changing 

attitude and ensuring their participation to build up strong ownership of the programme. 

 

 

MRWS  Interventions;-  
                                   From the very beginning MRWS has been emphasizing on education as 

only education can bring a significant change in the community. But in respect of time and 

 
Md Akimur Rahaman           Supervisor 

Mothers and child health 
programme . 
Akinur Rahaman last ten years 
working experience of  in the  
field  



considering other social needs it is to take measures on other development activities. In this trail 

community health and some humanitarian actions are tailored into its interventions. The 

activities of the organization are illustrated herein below: 
 

 

NAI ROSHNI 

LEADERSHIP DEVELOPMENT OF MINORITY WOMEN 
 

Supported By    Ministry of  Minority Affairs Govt. of India  

Block: Farakka, District: Murshidabad, West Bengal, Pin:742202 

Period: October – December 2018 

Background 

Mahadebnagar Rural Welfare Society (MRWS) is a social voluntary organization working 

in Farakka block of Murshidabad district in West Bengal and which is committed to changing 

the lives of rural people by transforming knowledge and skill. In this measure it emphasizes 

on women empowerment by providing them with skill enhancing training in many areas as 

women empowerment is a potential part of community empowerment. 

Presently MRWS is thriving on value added training for areas educated youths having special 

emphasis on women to involve them in social mobilization actions to reach out people with 

wider knowledge and right message. Basically the trained youths may have to function as 

change agents or community influencers to change people’s attitude and practices. Sometimes 

the conventional or traditional methods and practices hinder the way of development or 

considered as most inhibiting factors curbing the progress in developmental plan. In this 

perspective the change of mind set is highly required and the knowledge and  skill can do that 

perfectly. For last few decades the definition of development has changed drastically and in 

this changing concept and process the Muslim community is lacking and Muslim women are 

lagging far behind due to lack of knowledge; even the educated Muslim youths have less idea 

of participatory process of development. Leadership Development of Minority Women, a 

flagship programme under the scheme Nai Roshni of Ministry of Minority Affairs, New 

Delhi, has widened the scope of harnessing skill of minority women across the country which 



further helps them build up confidence to work with the community closely in service gap 

area. The trained women in post training period are functioning to bring a change in attitude 

and behavior of people; especially of care givers and bridge the gap between community and 

service providers which is considered as very crucial role in social development sector. 

In the meantime MRWS has surfaced five such trainings to train 125 minority Muslim women 

on most important communication system i.e. social and behaviour change communication 

(SBCC) in its operational area. Here this report reveals the point of action, its output and 

impact. 

At a glance 

Number of training Batch : Five 

Number of trainee: 125 minority women, here minority means minority Muslims 

Batch size: 25 

Training time: Each training is of 6-day and non residential in nature 

Trainees’ qualification: From secondary to master degree 

- Madhyamik/Secondary passed: 62 

- Higher secondary passed: 57 

- Graduate: 6 

Area Covered: Leadership of women, Educational Programmes, Health and Hygiene, Swachch 

Bharat, Financial Literacy ,Life Skills, Legal Rights of Women ,Digital Literacy . 

Advocacy for Social and Behavioural Change, Violence against Women & Girls . Digital India , 

Gender & Women ,Economic Empowerment of Women, Nutrition & Food Safety .Introduction 

to Govt. Mechanisms ,Educational empowerment 

Training Methodology 

The training was designed with following methodologies. 

• Class room lecture by trainer/resource persons 

• Open house discussion for encouraging trainees in participatory process of training 

• Question-Answer session 

• Video show on topic 

• Group presentation 



• Special address session by guests attending the training from time to time 
 

Output 

Following output was achieved through the training. 

• 125 educated Muslim women were trained and benefited themselves directly from the 

training. 

• 14 village people were also benefited by getting touch with the trainees. 

 

Impact 

The training has impacted up on the mindset of the trainees. It has brought a change in young 

Muslim women to play very proactive role in social mobilization part of development. Now 

they become aware of their social responsibility and the process of participation in 

developmental plan. Through training their knowledge on social mobilization and process of 

intervention in service providing system is enhanced significantly. Now all trained women are 

ready to function as change agents in their area to address most important issues related to 

health, education, livelihood etc. especially to identify the gaps in services. They are also 

committed to stand by most vulnerable and underserved people in their needs and channeling 

services. Indeed this type of training is a process of searching talent and skill in the 

community and to accelerate developmental moves. 

Apart from that the training had also attracted the attention of dignified government officials, 

member of civic bodies and other community level stake holders. BDO, Joint BDO and 

BMOH of Farakka block, Officer in Charge of Farakka Police Station, Ex Sabhapati of 

Farakka Panchatyat Samity, GP Prodhans of two above mentioned GPs, representative of 

Block Women Legal Cell, local school teachers etc. attended the training from time to time. 

They responded to our programme from their own impulse. All officials and stake holders 

shared their ideas and experience in developmental process and scope in extending their 

services. They all showed their interest to extend services towards underprivileged people. 

Even they promised to help with accessing government schemes and services for the sake of 

community. Their whole hearted response is considered one of the major achievements of the 

training. 

Here some expressions of both the trainees and guests are quoted to pulse very successful 



implementation of the programme. 

 

The BDO of Farakka Mr. A.A M .Ansar Expressed, “I personally know Mahadebnagar 

Rural Welfare Society [ MRWS ] and its activity. The training of Leadership Development 

of Minority Women  organized  by MRWS  is  very effective training  for  educated  minority 

women who wants to involve them in various social developmental imperatives. The trained 

women will be functioning in the community as influencers who will be the community’s 

assets. I commit that I must extend my support to MRWS and the people of my administrative 

jurisdiction for accessing the schemes scheduled to be implemented under my purview my 

thanks to all participated , organizer and Ministry of Minority Affairs Govt of India ” 

 

The Joint BDO, Mr Shyamal Biswas Expressed , “ In his speech that Mahadebnagar Rural 

Welfare  Society  [  MRWS  ]  always  working  for  the  support  and  development  of  the 

underprivileged community and time to time working with us. I am very happy to say that 

MRWS disused with us that is [me and BDO sir]  about the NAI ROSHNI Project prayer to 

apply  and  today  MRWS  is  doing  very  successfully  the  NAI  ROSHNI  Project  for  the 

strengthen of the underprivileged women’s towards leadership training . We do hope that 

MRWS will continuously do this kind of social activity, particularly for the weaker of society 

and we will support MRWS for their good gesture. 

This ‘NAI ROSHNI’ Programme is the first in this kind in our block and District and hope they 

will continue this programme to support the women’s of the weaker section for their personal 

and social development , 



Joint BDO personally conversation with the participate and Resource person to know about 

the input of the training and offered thanks and expressed hilly appreciation , 

 
 

Media Coverage 

The programme had media coverage which helped us disseminate information about impact of 

the training and the spontaneous participation of government officials. The news covered the 

role of educated minority women in developmental and utilization of their communication 

skill in programme implementation in which the minority women would play pivotal role for 

changing attitude and practice of the community people. The news was brought out in 

Anandobazar Patrika / Kolom /Partidin , one of the local and state level leading Bengali 

newspapers. A clipping is attached here as reference. 

  

 

Post Training Action 

Post training activity has already been started. The hand-holding-support meetings are being 

conducted for the trainees as per programmatic theme and they are assigned with social 



mobilization actions related to health and education basically to extend their support to both 

the community and government service providers. They are responsible to reach out people 

with the right message and bring them to focus of services. 

In the hand-holding-support meeting the trained women are provided with the health and 

education related data and based on which few important indicators are set to ensure the 

starting point of action and measuring the progress of intervention from time to time. The 

team has already been introduced to government officials and machineries to access the 

services. 

Presently two most important indicators of health and education are identified to work with 

the community closely; these are institutional delivery and mother and child immunization 

and school drop-out and out of school children in the area for streaming them in education. In 

these areas of intervention the trained women address the issues at community level to ensure 

community’s participation and advocate it with the community level influencers and 

government officials for ensuring services. 

 

 

WORLD AIDS DAY CELEBRATION ON 1st DECEMBER 

2018 

We are organized world AIDS day in our rural areas participate many youth and women’s and 

MRWS Volunteers and local R.M.P. Doctor discussion to What is HIV and AIDS and our response. 

MRWS always for the people and with the people so we when call to villagers various awareness 

camp many villagers gathering our meeting place .Thanks to villagers  

  

 



 

 STOP GIRLS CHILD Marriage Advocacy Camp. 

Our Farakka block most important issue child marriage  so our big challenge stop child marriage we try  

to aware to some village and talking to local influential person regarding that with our local farakka Jt 

BDO Shymal Biswas support our mission specific mothers and child health and girls child marriage . 

MRWS . all activities share to BDO and BMOH. CDPO. Thanks to our block key person. 

Our resource person Maya Karmakar and Rokiya Khatun Express various problem and their treatment 

and Govt. referral system .and local Health ANM and ASHA. 

 

 Consumer Awareness Camp and Seminar;-  

Mostly consumer’s rights are being exploited in the commercial areas 
and many rural areas where they have to pay but some time they have 
to lose their money, energy and time. So it becomes necessary to 

enhance the citizen’s access to information on goods’ and services’ 
safety and to supply them with tools for exchanging such information. If 

these people become aware of consumer rights, they will take more care 
of so as not to be trickled or cheated in the commercial areas. This will 
make them aware about the range of product available in the market 

and factors influencing his choice of a specific brand. The unaware 
customers normally get exploited and are sometimes even harassed by 
the business community. They mostly attracted for those goods and 

services which they have seen in advertisements in TV, Newspaper, 
radio, magazines etc. 

                                  Due to the absence of awareness, the people face so 
many problems like-when they purchase goods from the Shopkeepers 
they don’t have any idea about the weights and quality just like ISI 

MARKS, AGE MARKS etc. They cannot even understand the difference 



between guarantee and warranty. When they purchase fertilizers, 
medicines, they don’t check the date of expiry & they don’t receive the 

bill from the medical stores. The farmers don’t have the insurance of 
their crops. When consumer purchases the LPG Gas then also they don’t 

check the seal & the weight of the cylinder only because of their 
unawareness. At the time of purchasing the edible items the customers 
usually don’t check the manufacturing date.  For saving some money 

people don’t care even about the doctor’s registration & education. 
                                                The creation and promotion of consumer 
awareness is providing the consumer with an effective way to protect their 

consumer rights. We make the consumers aware that the government 
adopted three strategies for the protection of consumer rights. 

 

 POLIO ERADICATION CHILDREN RALLY :  
MRWS has been. Organized Polio Eradication Children’s Rally in Farakka Murshidabad West 
Bengal participate 980 Children’s in this rally and participate 10 Teachers and MRWS Volunteers 
and Local Gram Panchyat Member. 
MRWS Organized every pulse polio round before organized awareness rally and house to house 
advocacy  for seek child house or drop  refuse families so we all time aware health related 
awareness health issue and mothers and child health. 

  
 



SEMINAR ON CHILD EDUCATION:  Mahadebnagar Rural Welfare Society organized  One Day 

Seminar on child Education was organized by the Society. Child labour and children’s right to education 

are also closely linked. Parents may involve their children in labour rather than school because the school 

is inaccessible, or is of poor quality and therefore not seen as being worth the investment of their 

children’s time Indeed, there is broad consensus that the single most effective way to stem the flow of 

school age children into work is to extend and improve access to school, so that families have the 

opportunity to invest in their children’s education. 

 
ADOLESCENT DEVELOPMENT PROGRAMME:  Mahadebnagar Rural Welfare Society 

[MRWS] conducted a Residential program for adolescent for three months duration which started from 

May 2014 with 60 Nos. of youths. The program was organized taking into account the guideline of the 

union ministry of Youth Affairs and sports. Eminent personalities delivered lectures on different current 

topics related to the adolescent for their all round development. The program made the adolescents aware 

to a certain extent the consciousness of their rights and responsibility.   

 

INTERNATIONAL WOMENS DAY CELEBRATION 8th March;- 

[MRWS] has been organized international women’s day Mahadebnagar and Arjunpur in farakka block 

under murshidabad district in West Bengal awareness to women’s  right,  Discussion to  women child 

marriage, child health , Children’s health, Children’s Education , participation 135 women. 

MRWS Organized every years in the celebration day our participate women express their problem and 

some problem solved their issue we are very much thanks our participating in this programme .  



Save Water Day ;- 

                               MRWS Participate block level save water day programme at Farakka 

BDO Office . our all volunteers participate in this day meeting. 
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